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Feedback/ suggestions/ questions from the chat:



I think the goal about “diversity” is vague and should say racial
and socioeconomic equity.  Diversity has a different meaning
depending on one’s perspective. (recent example from the
survey: some people think Blanton is diverse, while others feel
it’s totally lacking in diversity.)

Is there potential for a humanities-based program, that also
includes the fine arts, the way Lively currently does?

Baseline hope for an attendance area and no academic means
testing for enrollment

Does the career tech at LBJ fall in the general category of STEM?
(yes)

Why is there always a focus on professional training on the East
side rather than humanities, which prepares them for higher
education?

Why does it have to be a trade off?

Winn has a lot of out of zone in-transfers, I would like to see an
attendance plan that keeps students together

I like the idea of a middle school that has high quality a varied
electives.  DL courses , STEM courses, fine arts courses,
language courses.  Not a school that focuses on one of these.
But welcomes all.



Feeding school to school (keeping community) is more
important as long as there is a baseline inclusion of the Title I
schools already in that striped zone

I have to leave, will there be notes emailed or a way to access
this meeting later on?

I agree, Nadia - The concept of magnet schools is new to me -
seems wise to offer students a variety of options at each school
and encourage them to explore subjects they might not
otherwise be exposed to. College/vocational school seems like a
more logical place for a specialization tract.

“Feeding school to school (keeping community) is more
important as long as there is a baseline inclusion of the Title I
schools already in that striped zone” Agree

Help prioritize our title 1 schools enrollment

“I don’t care about those families.”

Allowing a 6th grade dual language entry would help provide
another opportunity for DL promamming for students
underrepresented in DL programs now

Including 6th grade “Spanish 1”



Regional zones for elementary could be a way to alleviate the
angst around folks who thought they bought into a particular
track.  (They use this system in Berkeley CA.  You are zoned to
3-4 schools via lottery for final placement.)

few (district-wide) have the privilege to walk to their middle
school
Just based on numbers
Of school

I agree. My goal was more of a push to in AISD thinking of
building a school in an area where the people in the
neighborhood actually attend. Sorry I wasn’t clear.

Just want to offer kudos to those who have been running the
communications lately - y'all are doing a great job of getting
word out about meetings and events!

I’ve reached out to the administration about having my UT
students do some free, research-based consulting for Winn on
how we can better promote this awesome school!


